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            Top Quality Vinyl Fences

            Available Manufacturer Direct. Save Big!

            Click Here To Start Your Project 
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            Save Big On Fencing
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                Duramax Fencing – The best choice for US property-owners

                	BEST QUALITY -
 Our commercial-grade fencing products are engineered for maximum durability
	OUTSTANDING SERVICE -
 We are committed to serving the community with excellent fence products and exceptional service
	FACTORY DIRECT PRICES -
 Buy straight from the manufacturer for affordable pricing
	The broadest range of durable vinyl and aluminum fence products -
 USA-made fences, shipped within two weeks


                Here is how you save money
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                  FREE CONSULTATION

                  CALL (844) 919-0491
or complete form
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Duragrain Privacy
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Pool Fence
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                The Duramax 
Difference

                	Duramax Fences are made with a DuraResin formulation to withstand intense heat and the scorching sun.
	Our fence products exceed ASTM F964 standards across every category.
	Our fences have thicker walls that reduce chances of warping, sagging, and breaking. With a strong routing and interlocking system, the fences are easy to install and stand strong for years.
	We offer the largest variety of styles, colors, and design options in aluminum and vinyl fencing to enhance the aesthetic appeal of your property.
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	Modern Fences
	Ranch Rail Fences


                 

              

            

          

        

      

    

    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                 Our Best Selling Vinyl Fence 
Products

              

              
                
                    
                       Duramax Fences offer premium-quality fencing in the US. In addition, we offer customized fencing solutions to suit the needs of every customer. Our fences are quality-tested and can stand the test of time. 
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                  Duragrain Privacy

                  
Duramax DuraGrain vinyl fence is the perfect replacement for a wooden fence. If you are in love with the charm and appeal of a wooden fence
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                  Semi-Privacy Vinyl Fence

                  
Our vinyl semi-privacy fences offers low-maintenance, durability and limited-lifetime warranty. Shop semi-privacy vinyl fences in different colors, sizes and styles at the best prices.
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                  Traditional Vinyl Fence

                  
Shop for the durable traditional vinyl fences from Duramax Fences. We offer top quality and affordable vinyl fencing solutions for your home.
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                  Vinyl Perimeter Fence

                  
Shop for our all-time classic vinyl perimeter fencing, which would never go out of style. Our perimeter fences are water-resistant, durable, and can be custom-made to suit your purposes.
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                  Vinyl Pool Fence

                  
Shop for the high quality vinyl pool fences to add a colorful look to your pool and yards, making your pool area safe and secure for children, toddlers, and pets.
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                  Vinyl Privacy Fence

                  
Add Privacy To Your Outdoor Space By Choosing Durable Vinyl Privacy Fences. Our Fences Not Only Provide An Layer Of Privacy But Also Offer the Aesthetic To Complement Your Property.
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                  Vinyl Ranch Rail

                  
Our Vinyl Ranch Rail Fences Combine Durability And Aesthetics, Providing A Classic And Maintenance-Free Solution For Your Ranch Or Property Boundaries.
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                  Vinyl Wall Topper

                  
Shop for the highly-resistant and ASTM certified vinyl wall toppers. Our wall toppers are low maintenance and simple to install.


                

              
            

                      
          

        

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      
        
          
            
              
                
                  Our Best Selling Aluminum 
Fence Products
                

              

              
                
                  Duramax's tried and tested manufacturing process can handle
                  complex residential or commercial fencing projects. We use the
                  finest materials to manufacture high-quality, durable fences
                  that can last years without extensive repairs or costly
                  maintenance.
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                  Commercial Aligned Picket

                  
                    96″ Aligned Pickets with Flush Bottom Rail 48″
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                  Commercial Staggered Picket

                  
                    72″ Staggered Pickets with Flash Buttom Rail 48″
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                  Residential Aligned Picket

                  Residential Aligned Pickets 48″
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                  Residential Staggered Picket

                  
                    Residential Staggered Pickets 60″
                  

                

              
            

          

        

                GET A CONSULTATION

      

    

    
    
      
        
          See What Our Customers Have To
 Say About Duramax Fences
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                Pauline was fantastic to work with. She took the time to make sure I was getting all the parts I needed. Not being a fence expert, it was great to get a little help.

              

              
                RS                

                	Romeo Sesto
	March 20, 2023
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                Pauline contacted me soon after I sent a request for information through the website. She was prompt, friendly and helpful throughout the process.

              

              
                TM                

                	Tom Matur
	March 3, 2023
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                Pauline did a great job on filling both orders I put in from out of state. I had some concerns which Pauline found a resolution to my concern to make it happen.

              

              
                RV                

                	Ricardo Velazquez
	February 22, 2023
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                One of the best customer service I've ever experienced -- Heather was incredibly helpful throughout the entire process from planning, ordering, delivering, to installation troubleshooting.

              

              
                SW                

                	Sicong Wang
	January 15, 2023
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                When our white, picket fence was damaged in a wind storm, none of the Southern Utah fence companies would respond. My wife called Duramax Fencing and talked with Pauline Suzuki.

              

              
                GC                

                	Greg Compton
	January 8, 2023
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                Pauline was amazing to deal with.  I had some issues with the local shipping company and she got it straightened out very quickly for me.

              

              
                KM                

                	Ken Madz
	November 11, 2022


              

            

                       
          

          
            Are you Duramax Privacy Fencing customer?


            Write your review
          

        

      

    

    
      
  
    
      
        
          
            We Make It Easy For You
 To Get A New Fence
          

        

        
          
            
                Duramax is the one-stop destination for top-quality fencing in the US.
             We offer a no-cost consultation session and provide you with a FREE estimate.
              By choosing Duramax Fences, you save 29% on labor and fencing rather than
               investing in other ordinary fence options.
            

          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          1.

          Shop

          
              
                  Choose from our wide range of vinyl fences or order customized ones.
             Our USA-made commercial-grade vinyl fences are shipped directly to you.
              

            
          

        

      


      
        
          2.

          Plan

          
              
                 Our experienced fence manufacturers help you plan the fence
             project for FREE with useful tools and resources. 
              

            
          

        

      


      
        
          3.

          Install

          
              
                  Our high-quality fences are shipped in DIY kits with all necessary tools 
            within two weeks of placing the orders. DIY fence installation helps 
            you save thousands of dollars on fencing and labor!
              

            
          

        

      

    

    
      GET A FREE CONSULTATION
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              Manufactured in California, shipped all over the US

              Duramax Fences provide custom-made fencing direct from the factory. Our fences are shipped in DIY kits approximately 2 weeks after placing your order. Our DIY fences are easy to install. You can ask a local handyman or your gardener to install Duramax Fences, and yes, it's that simple!
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	10,000+
	Fence Projects Completed
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	5,000+
	Happy Clients
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	100,000+
	fences manufactured & shipped


                  

                

              

            

          

        

      

    

    
    
      
        
          
            
              
                Why Choose Us For Your Vinyl Fencing Project?

                We are the leading western vinyl fencing manufacturer and focus on providing you with a high-value fence at an affordable cost to upgrade your landscape and protect your property.

                
                  
                    
                      The Traditional Way

                      Call a local contracting company, they will send a salesman to you and sell you a fence and install the fence with a specialized fence contractor.

                    

                  

                  
                    VS

                  

                  
                    
                      Our Way

                      Call Duramax and consult with our fence experts to get a fence that’s perfect for you and guidance on the right installer.

                      We ship you the fence and you save about ⅓ of the total cost and get a commercial-quality fence at an incredible value.

                    

                    
                    GET A CONSULTATION
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                Questions & Answers About Vinyl Fencing
              

              
                  If you want to learn more about our vinyl privacy fences, please contact us.
                 We are glad to serve our potential clients with the best customer service and response.

                
              

              
                ASK A QUESTION
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                   Which option is better: a vinyl privacy fence or a semi-privacy fence?                  
                

                
                  
                      Both privacy and semi-privacy fences are made from vinyl, thus making them highly long-lasting and durable. A vinyl privacy fence is a good option when looking for full privacy. Similarly, semi-privacy fences will do your job if you want mild privacy.
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                   How does the cost of vinyl privacy fencing compare to other materials?                  
                

                
                  
                      While the upfront cost of vinyl fencing may be higher than some other materials, its long lifespan and minimal maintenance costs often make it a cost-effective choice in the long run.
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                   Are vinyl privacy fences cheaper than wooden fences?                  
                

                
                  
                                            The initial cost of vinyl fences is comparatively higher than wooden fences. But vinyl fences have zero to minimal maintenance costs; they can last years without requiring professional repair or maintenance. Wooden fences require periodic staining and repainting, resulting in a high maintenance cost... Read More
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                   Can vinyl fences be customized for height and design?                  
                

                
                  
                      Yes, we offer customization options for height and design. This allows property owners to tailor the fence to their specific privacy and aesthetic needs.
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                   Do vinyl privacy fences come in different colors and styles?                  
                

                
                  
                      Yes, our vinyl fences come in a variety of colors and styles to suit different preferences and property aesthetics. Common colors include white, tan, and gray, and styles range from traditional to contemporary designs.
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